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WHAT IS TÉCNICO JOB BANK?

Job portal exclusive for Técnico 
students and recent graduates with full 
time and part time offers as wells as 
internships.

Synchronized calendar with all Técnico 
Career Center activities so you never 
miss out an opportunity.

Easy and user friendly registration in 
Career Center events. CAREER CENTER@TÉCNICO



FOR WHOM IS INTENDED TÉCNICO JOB BANK?



MY ACCOUNT



PRIVACY AND CALENDAR



DOCUMENTS UPLOAD



PUBLIC PROFILE



PUBLIC PROFILE

In “Education” section, prefilled 
according to official Técnico 
information, it is possible to add other 
information about your academic path 
and other experiences.

Make your profile as complete as 
possible! 



PUBLIC PROFILE

Add contacts, websites like LinkedIn, social 
networks and documents.

Your profile will only be public if and when you 
decide. If you choose to go public, you can 
track the number of profile viewings on the 
right bottom corner of the screen.



JOB OFFERS



Keywords, includes offer ’s name/position, ID,

description and company’s name;

Location, filter by distance from the preferred

location;

Position Type, you can choose between full time,

part time, summer internship, etc;

Industry, select the area of interest;

More filters, allows you to fully personalize your

search.

JOB OFFERS
FILTERS



EMPLOYERS



You can “follow” a specific company and its job 
offers show in first place and are visible in the 
initial page.

You can also use filters to find a specific 
company. You can filter keywords, company’s 
location, type of company, etc.

EMPLOYERS



RESOURCES



RESOURCES

In “DOCUMENT LIBRARY” section, you have 
access to documents/learning tools that 
can be useful when you are search for a 
job opportunity.



FEEDBACK



FEEDBACK

Leave your comments, suggestions or 
questions;

In alternative, contact us:

CAREERCENTER@TECNICO.ULISBOA.PT

NOTE: If you have any question
regarding job offers don’t use
the tool “Give us Feedback”.

In these cases, you must contact
the company directly.

mailto:careercenter@tecnico.ulisboa.pt


EVENTS



THANK YOU!
Técnico Career Center team
careercenter@tecnico.ulisboa.pt

careercenter.tecnico.ulisboa.pt

mailto:careercenter@tecnico.ulisboa.pt

